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Inspired by Empedocles philosophy of the four elements this intelligent ambient chillout electronic

drum&bass features the artist Seroya. 11 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Ambient, ELECTRONIC: Drum 'n

Bass/Jungle Details: According to Empedocles, a Greek philosopher, scientist and healer who lived in

Sicily in the fifth century B.C., all matter is comprised of four "roots" or elements of earth, air, fire and

water. In his Tetrasomia, or Doctrine of the Four Elements, Empedocles described these elements not

only as physical manifestations or material substances, but also as spiritual essences. TETRASOMIA

The story of Tetrasomia begins when Holmes Ives was commissioned by the San Francisco School of

Circus Arts to compose the music for a full-scale acrobatic circus show. He was given total creative

freedom, the only guideline being that the music must invoke movement. After five intense months in the

studio, Ives emerged with this body of work, and knew that he had created the follow up to Satyriasis, his

debut album. This is not your typical circus music by any means, the music stretches the gamut of styles

from intelligent drum'nbass to trip-hop to ambient and the music evokes the inner elements of emotion.

Persian artist Seroya contributed her elegant voice and writing talents to several of the album's

compositions. Ives and Seroya have worked on other projects together, including Seroya's album Mystic

Maah. The songs Eros and Mystic Roya have been remixed and released on Bedrock and Yomakeoshi

Records, each of which has received critical acclaim from DJ's worldwide. Mystic Roya has also been

featured on Bedrock's Layered Sounds compilation. *Exclusive OVA Records web offer Download Ives'

debut album, "Satyriasis" for free with purchase of Tetrasomia. The login and password to retrieve the

songs is located inside the cd package directly behind the cd. You will have to remove the plastic cd tray

to read the two words in the center of the elemental chart. Kinda like when you were a kid and the

decoder ring was on the inside of the cereal box. The user id begins with an "a" and the password begins

with a "g". Email us the two words and we will send you a link to retrieve the album Satyriasis in it's

entirety in mp3 song format. email: info@ovarecords.com visit our website to learn more about Satyriasis

ovarecords.com
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